GEOMANIA by STEINA
(Preliminary)

Good MAXIMUM

BASIC VERSION
AC POWER

(Grand Total: 882W)

Audio Attenuator

VCR

VCR

70W

70W

5W

Total 147W

120W (Max) Each

Total 720W

Switch (common to all monitors)

15W

To any convenient outlet
AUDI0: GEOMANIA

SYNCHRONIZER

VCR A

VCR B

CH 1

TO AUDIO IN ON MONITOR 1 AND 2

CH 2

AUDIO CH 2

1 2 3

4 5 6
Synchronization

MODEL 323
VCR A (SLAVE)

MODEL 305
VCR B (MASTER)

LINE OUT
CH 2

REMOTE CONTROL CONNECTOR

8-PIN CONNECTOR

VCR B DRIVES VCR A
VIDEO

Important: Terminate the last two monitors.

* For detailed monitor hook-up see: multiple monitor connection.
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